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ABSTRACT 
Strongly threefold orthogonal (STO) matrices are introduced as a generalization 
of exact triply balanced matrices studied by Hedayat and Pesotan (1986). The latter 
concept grew out of the related notion of nearly triply balanced matrices, which occur 
in estimating and studying mean square errors of nonlinear statistics in survey 
samplings. In this paper we present some properties of ST0 matrices and use them to 
give some constructions of these arrays. In particular, column optimal ST0 matrices 
within certain specified classes of ST0 matrices are constructed. Further, it is shown 
that a column optimal ST0 matrix with 20 rows and index 8 must have 6 columns. 
Finally, a statistical application of these arrays is given when they are interpreted as 
fractions of a factorial experiment with each factor at two levels relative to the 
orthogonal polynomial model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Hedayat and Pesotan (1986) the concept of an exact triply balanced 
(ETB) matrix is introduced and developed. The need to consider ETB 
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matrices arises from the concept of nearly triply balanced matrices, which 
occur in estimating and studying mean square errors of nonlinear statistics in 
survey samplings; see for example Rao and Wu (1985) and Hedayat and 
Pesotan (1986). 
Using the results in Margolin (1969) and Webb (19681, it can be seen 
that an ETB matrix may be viewed as the design matrix of a resolution IV 
factorial design based on factors each at two levels and may be represented 
as a foldover [see (iv> below] of a ( - 1,l) matrix whose columns are pairwise 
orthogonal. Indeed, the same conclusions are obtained from the following 
results shown in Hedayat and Pesotan (1986) for an R X L ETB matrix A: 
(i) A is an orthogonal array of strength 3 in two symbols, with size R and 
L constraints, 
(ii) R is a multiple of 8 and L < R /2, 
(iii) an R X R /2 ETB matrix A can always be constructed, as long as a 
Hadamard matrix H of order R /2 exists, by letting 
A= -$, [ 1 
and 
(iv) up to a rearrangement of its rows and columns, an R X R /2 ETB 
matrix can be put in the form 
C L-1 -c 
for some Hadamard matrix C of order R /2. 
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce the concept of a strongly 
threefold orthogonal (STO) matrix as a generalization of an ETB matrix, to 
investigate the properties and construction of such matrices, and to give a 
statistical application of these arrays. 
Our motivation for studying ST0 matrices is the following: (1) as a 
generalization of ETB matrices, the construction and the study of the 
properties of such arrays is of combinatorial and algebraic interest; (2) while, 
as mentioned above, ETB matrices can only be constructed for values of R 
which are multiples of 8, we shall see that for this more general class 
construction is possible for values of R other than multiples of 8; (3) aside 
from possible considerations in sampling theory, a ST0 matrix considered as 
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a fraction of a factorial experiment with each factor at two levels has a useful 
interpretation in terms of confounding relative to the usual orthogonal 
polynomial model [see, for example, Raktoe, Hedayat, and Federer (1981)]. 
In Section 2 we define ST0 matrices and present a normal form for them; 
in Section 3 some properties of ST0 matrices and their normal form are 
given, which are also useful for construction purposes. In Section 4, we study 
closed and maximal ST0 matrices, and in Section 5 various classes of ST0 
matrices are considered, together with constructions of ST0 matrices in 
these classes. In Section 6, a column optimality result for the class of ST0 
matrices with 20 rows and index 8 is established. While a ST0 matrix which 
is not ETB cannot be viewed as a resolution IV design, it can serve as a 
design matrix for estimating main effects while controlling the pattern of 
confounding with respect to two factor interactions or as a resolution III 
design for model fitting. This is developed in Section 7. 
2. A NORMAL FORM FOR ST0 MATRICES 
We will refer to vectors or matrices whose entries are + 1 or -I as 
(- 1,l) vectors or (- 1,l) matrices respectively, and where appropriate we 
use + and - as abbreviations for + 1 and - 1. Here, l,, will denote the 
n X 1 vector each of whose entries is + 1, and we will write 1 for this vector 
when its dimension is apparent from the context. 
Let u’=(~i,u~,...,u,,) and v’=(L;~,G~,...,z~,,) be two vectors of dimen- 
sion n. We define their Hadamard product u ov as the vector such that 
(u~~))=(u~o~,z~~zj~ ,..., u,,u,). Since 0 is an associative and commutative 
binary operation, we will make no reference to how vectors are grouped 
when considering the Hadamard product of several vectors. Let w = 
(w,,t+ ,...> w,,) be a third vector. We define the threefold inner product 
luov OW[ of u, v, w as the following number: 
,l 
lu~vowl= c uiciwi. (2.1) 
i=l 
This definition extends the well-known concept of the inner product luovl of 
two vectors u and v, which we recall is defined as the number Ju ov[ = 
C;= ,UiDi. 
If u is a (-1,l) vector with p plus ones and m minus ones, we define the 
weight of u as the number I’u = (loul = p - m. 
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A (-1,l) matrix A of order R X L will be called a stron& three@d 
orthogond (STO) matrix if 
(ii) the inner product luovj = 0 for all choices of distinct columns u and v 
in A, and 
(iii) the threefold inner product 1u 0 v 0 w 1 = 0 for all choices of columns u, 
v, w in A with u z v, u # w, and v f w. 
Moreover, any matrix A satisfying condition (ii) will be rcferrcd to as a 
columnwise orthogonal matrix. A ST0 matrix A satisfying the additional 
requirement 
(iv) each column in A has weight equal to zero 
is defined in Hcdayat and Pesotan (1986) : ‘15 a11 exact triply balanced (ETB) 
matrix. We shall see that the ETB matrices with a specified value of R are 
members of one of many subclasses into which the class of ST0 matrices 
with the same R may 1~ split. It is easy to provide examples to show that 
under (i), conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv) arc independent. also, conditions (i) 
and (ii) imply that R = 0 (mod 4). 
Note that multiplying a single row of a ST0 matrix by - 1 results in a 
matrix which is not a ST0 matrix. However, the following operations do not 
alter the three requirements of a ST0 matrix: 
(a) interchange of rows, 
(11) interchange of columns, 
(c) multiplying a columiii by - 1. 
A matrix obtained from a ST0 matrix by the application of a finite sequence 
of operations (a), (b), or cc> will be called equiculent to the original matrix. 
Let A be an R X L ST0 matrix. Let u, v, and w be any three distinct 
columns in A. Without loss of generality, assume that u # 1 and u z - 1. 
Consider the ST0 submatrix S = [u v w] of A with u as the initial column. 
We subdivide the + / -triples (i, j, k) consisting of the rows of S into the 
following sets: 
U,={(+,j,k):(+,j,k)isarowofSandj=-k), 
U,=((+,j,k):(+,j,k)isarowofSand j=k}, 
U,={(-,j,k):(-,j,k)isarowofSalid j=-k), 
U,={(-,j,k):(-,j,k)isarowofSand j=k) 
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LEMMA 2.1. For i = 1,2,3,4, U, is a nonempty set. Further, IU,I = ItLJzj 
and IV,/ = lU,l, where JVI denotes the cardinality of the set V. 
Proof. Since JuovowI = 0, it follows that (U,I+ lU,l = lUzl+ lU,l = R/2. 
Since lvowl = 0, it follows that IU,I+ IV,\ = lUzl+ lU,l = R/2. From these 
equations the assertions in the lemma follow. n 
Writing the rows of S which constitute each U, as a matrix, it follows 
from Lemma 2.1 that the U, give rise in turn, up to a shufling of rows, 
to submatrices of S of the following form: [l, d, -d,], [l, d, d,], 
[-l,y d, -d:J, and I-l,% d, d,], where IU,I = IU21 = r and IV,/ = ICI,/ = s. 
Since S is a submatrix of A, it follows that A is equivalent to the matrix 
A(u,v.w)=[T I A]= (2.2) 
Note that S is equivalent to T, the first colunln of T is a row rearrangement 
of u determined by the Vi, and the second and third columns in (2.2) are the 
corresponding row rearrangements of v and w respectively forced by the Vi 
and the rearrangement of u. The matrix A is equivalent to the matrix 
consisting of the remaining L -3 columns of A. The rows of A are obtained 
by shuffling the corresponding rows of the R x (L - 3) submatrix of A in 
exactly the same way as done in obtaining the corresponding submatrix T. 
Note that the dimension of Ai (i = 1,2) is r X(L - 31, and that of Aj 
(j=3,4) is sX(L-3). 
The matrix A(u, v, w) defined in (2.2) will be called a normal form of A 
detemlined by u, v, and w. Notice that a normal form is not uniquely 
determined by u, v, and w since an equivalent normal form may be obtained 
by shuffling the rows of each of the four blocks in (2.2) among themselves. In 
(2.21, the first column will be called the bad column; the second column, 
denoted from now on by d, will be called the primary column; and any 
column of A will be called an uuxiliary column of A(u, v, w). 
Finally, if v’ = (v[, vh, . . , v,:~) is a vector each of whose components vi) is a 
(- 1,l) vector, then we define the weight oector of v as the vector 
where a, = l’v, is the weight of vi. The concept of weight vector will be 
useful in the study of ST0 matrices. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF ST0 MATRICES 
In this section we develop some properties of ST0 matrices. Since the 
lead column of A(u,v,w> is obtained from any column of a ST0 matrix A 
which is not + 1, it is immediate from (2.2) that any column of A has an even 
number of plus ones and an even number of minus ones. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let h’=(h’,,h(,,h’,,h>) and g’=(g;,gh,gi,g$ he any two 
distinct auxiliary columns of A(u,v,w) defined in (2.2). Then with regard to 
the primary column d the following must hold: 
(8 Jdl~h,~g,l+ld,~h,og,l=O, 
(ii) Id, oh, og,(+ Id, Oh, og,\ = 0. 
Proof. This follows from the equations Jd 0 hog) = Ido h og) = 0, where d 
is the third column of the matrix defined in (2.2). n 
LEMMA 3.2. Let h’=(h’,,h>,hl,,h>) and d’=(d;,d;,dh,d;) be respec- 
tively an auxiliary column and the primary column of A(u,v, w). Then 
Id, Ohil = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4. 
Proof. This is immediate from the equations 
where A is the lead column and d the third column of A(u, v, w). n 
Lemma 3.2 implies that if A(u,v, w) has at least four columns, then the 
dimension of di, which is equal to the dimension of hi, is an even number. It 
then follows with reference to (2.2) that r and s are even numbers. From 
this we conclude 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A l?e any R X L ST0 matrix. Let h be any column 
in A, and suppose it has p plus ones and m minus ones. lf L > 4, then p = 0 
(mod 4) and m = 0 (mod 4). 
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THEOREM 3.1. y A(u,v, w) defined in (2.2) hus order R X L with L > 4, 
then 
(i) the weight vector of the primary column d is w(d)= (a, l?,a, 111, 
where a = l’d, (i = 1,3) und b = I’d, (j = 2,4) are even numbers; 
(ii) the weight vector of an uuriliary column h is w(h)=(e, f, f, e), 
where e = l’h, (i = 1,4) and f = l’h,j (j = 2,3) are even numbers; 
(iii) a + b 3 0 (mod 4) and e + f 3 0 (mod 4) when R = 0 (mod 8); 
(iv) a + b = 2 (mod 4) and e + f = 2 (mod 41, when R 3 4 (mod 8). 
Proof. Since L > 4, from the remark made after Lemma 3.2 the dimen- 
sion of di is an even number. Hence each di has an even weight. Further, if 
A denotes the lead column and d the third column of A(u,v, w>, then the 
equations (A odl = IA od( = 0 imply the rest of (i). Let rji, m, denote the 
numbers of plus ones and minus ones respectively in di (i = 1,2,3,4). We 
then have p, - m, = p, - m, = a and />e - m2 = p4 - m, = b. Further, 
Cp, + Emi = R. From these equations we conclude that a + b = Cp, - R /2. 
Hence, by Corollary 3.1 the first halves of both (iii) and (iv) follow. One 
establishes the remaining parts similarly. n 
TIIE~REM 3.2. The submutrices 
of a normal form of a ST0 matrix A defined in (2.2) are columnwise 
orthogonal matrices. 
Proof. Let h be the lead column and h and g be two distinct auxiliary 
columns in A(u,v,w). From Lemma 3.2 and the equations IA 0 hog/ = 
/h 0 gl = 0, the conclusions of the theorem follow. n 
Two (- 1,l) vectors u and v will be called proportional if and only if 
u = v or u = -v. From Theorem 3.2 we conclude 
COHOLLAHY 3.2. For each i = 1,3, if h is a column in the submatrix 
[di -d, Ai] of the matrix dejIned in (2.21, then h is proportional to at most 
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one other tzctor in this sulxnutrix. The sume statemeat holds for the suhmatri- 
ces [d,j d,i A.jl (j = 2,4) of A(u, v, w). 
Let c be a (- 1,l) vector of order R X 1 with p plus ones and ?n minus 
ones. WC define the index i(c) of c as follows: 
i(c) = 
R if c=lor -1, 
min{f>, ~1) otherwise. 
If A is a ST0 matrix, we define the index i(A) of A 11, 
i(A) = min( i(c) : c is a column of A}. 
From the remarks made at the start of this section, the index of any 
column of a ST0 matrix A is a positive even numhcr and hence i(A) = 0 
(mod 2). From Corollary 3.1 we conclude 
COKOLLAW 3.3. Let A be un R X L ST0 mutrix. If L > 4, then for CUC~ 
columz c ill A, i(c) = 0 (mod 4), cl& i(c) < R /2 or R /2 - 2 uccording us 
R = 0 (mod 8) or R = 4 (mod 8) respcctidy. Further, the same inequditics 
hold for i(A) und i(A) E 0 (mod 4). 
Since the suhmatrices M and N defined in Theorem 3.2 are of dimension 
2r X (L - 1) and 2s X (L - 1) respectively, it follows from this theorem that 
L - 1 < min{2r,2sJ = i(h), the index of the lead column of the matrix 
defined in (2.2). Since the lead column is obtained from an arbitrary selection 
of a column in A, which is not proportional to 1, WC must have that 
L - 1 < i(A). Hence we have 
COROL.L.AW 3.3. kt A be un R X L ST0 mutrix. Then L < i(A)+ I < 
(R /2> + 1 for ull R = 0 (mod 4). 
From Corollary 3.3 we conclude 
CoKoLl.AKY 3.5. If the index of some column of an R X L ST0 mutrix is 
congruent to 2 mod 4, then L = 3. 
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We will call a ST0 matrix A degenerute if there exists a column c in A 
such that i(c) = 2 (mod 4). Otherwise, we will call A nondegenerute. 
Corollary 3.3 suggests the following points regarding the construction of a 
nondegenerate ST0 matrix A: 
(1) First, spe CI y ‘f a positive number R = 0 (mod 4) corresponding to the 
desired number of rows of A. 
(2) Next specify the desired index n of A. The possible values of n are 
4,8,12,. . , R /2 - 2 or R /2 according as R = 4 (mod 8) or R = 0 (mod 8). 
(3) One may choose the lead column of A to have the desired index n, 
and then one must ensure that all the remaining columns have as index a 
multiple of 4 which exceeds or equals II. 
(4) Finally, the total number of columns of A will not exceed n + 1. 
The nonnal form (2.2) suggests that a ST0 matrix is essentially the 
pasting together of two structured columnwise orthogonal matrices M and N 
defined in Theorem 3.2. One interesting case settled in Hedayat and Pesotan 
(1986) occurs when R E 0 (mod 8) and the index )I = R/2. In this case wc 
augment a Hadamard matrix H of order R/2, if it exists, with - Ii, and the 
resulting matrix is an ETB matrix of index R /2 and R rows. Indeed, an 
ETB matrix is a ST0 matrix whose index is at the uppermost extreme of the 
spectrmn of indices, as we note in the following: 
ConoLLAnY 3.6. L.et A be an R X L ST0 mutris, und ussume thut neither 
1 nor - 1 is a column in A. Then A is an ETB matrix if und onhy ij’ 
i(A) = R /2. 
We conclude this section by showing that degenerate ST0 matrices of 
every possible index exist. 
Let R = 0 (mod 4) be a positive number, and let n = 2s be an wen 
number such that 2 Q n ,< R /2-2. Let r = (R - a>/2. Let A’ = (l:, 
l:., -I:, -l$, and define a (-1,l) vector d’=(d;,dk,d$,d;), where di 
(i = 1,2) have dimension r X 1 and dj (j = 3,4) have dimension s X 1, in any 
way subject to the following restriction on the weight vector: 
(O,O,O,O) if R = 4 (mod 8) and n = 0 (mod 4), 
(2,0,2,0) 
w(d)= (l,l,l,l) I if R = 0 (mod 8) and n = 0 (mod 4), if R = 4 (mod 8) and n = 2 (mod 4), (l,l,l,l) if R=O(modB)andn=2(mod4). 
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Finally, let d = (-d;,dh, -d;,d>). Set 
D(R>n)=[h d a]. (3.1) 
The following result may now be verified: 
TIIEOREM 3.3. For each positive number R = 0 (mod 4) and each even 
number n such that 2 < n < R /2 - 2, the matrix D(R, n) is a degenerate ST0 
matrix with R rows and index n. 
4. CLOSED AND MAXIMAL ST0 MATRICES 
A ST0 matrix A will l)c called closed if there exist five columns in A 
such that at least one column among the five is the Hadamard product of the 
other four. If this is the case. then indeed, any one of the five columns is the 
Hadamard product of the other four. A ST0 matrix A of order R X L will be 
called maximal if there exists no ( - 1,l) vector u of order R such that [A lu] 
is a ST0 matrix. 
A ST0 matrix A with four columns is never maximal, since if a is the 
Hadamard product of these four columns, then [A la] is a ST0 matrix. Let P 
be an R X L closed matrix; then 
Q= ; 
[ 1 
is closed, and the matrix [Q lb], where b’ = (c’, - c’) and c is any ( - 1, 1) 
vector of order R, is a ST0 matrix. Thus a closed matrix need not be 
maximal. Note that the degenerate matrices D(R, n) defined in (3.1) are 
maximal. 
WC shall show below that there are plenty of closed matrices with five 
columns which are maximal. To this end the lemma given below will be 
useful. Given a ( - 1,l) vector u of order 2k and weight w, it is easy to 
determine (- 1,l) vectors v of order 2k and various weights which are 
orthogonal to u. Specifically, the following may be verified: 
LEbl\IA 4.1. Let u be a ( - 1, 1) vector of order 2 k and weight w. Then 
there exists an even integer w* and a (- 1,l) vector v of weight w* such that 
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luovl = 0. Further, 
(i) w* = 0 (mod 4) when k is even and w = 0 (mod 4), or, when k is odd 
and w = 2 (mod 41, 
(ii) w* = 2 (mod 4) when k is eoen und w = 2 (mod 41, or, when k is odd 
and w 5 0 (mod 4). 
The number w* is not unique and muy ulwuys be tuken equul to zero in case 
(i) nnd equal to two in cuse (ii). 
It is important to note that Lemma 4.1 is not merely an existence 
statement, but that the vector v can actually be constructed once LJ is given 
by specifying the number of the various + / - pairs between u and the 
desired v. 
Let R = 0 (mod 4) and n 3 0 (mod 4) he given such that 4 < n < R /2. 
Let n = 2s and r = (R - n)/2. We define the following: 
(I) A’= Cl:, 1;_, - l\, - 1;); 
(2) d’=(d;,di,di,d$), where di (i=1,2) are (--l,l> vectors each of 
order r x 1 and d,i (j = 3,4) are (- 1,l) vectors each of order s X 1, and 
where di, d/ are defined arbitrarily subject to the following restriction on the 
weight vector of d: w(d) = (0,2,0,2) when R = 4 (mod S), and w(d) = 
(O,O,O,O> when R = 0 (mod 8); 
(3) d’=(-d;,d;, -d&d;); 
(4) v =(v,‘,v~,v:{,v~), where v is a (-l,l) vector and the v, are con- 
structed using Lemma 4.1 so that /di evil = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4 and with the 
following requirement on the weight vector of v: 
if R = 4 (mod 8) and s = 0 (mod 4), 
if R = 4 (mod 8) and s = 2 (mod 4), 
if R 5 0 (mod 8) and s 3 0 (mod 4), 
if R = 0 (mod 8) and s = 2 (mod 4); 
(5) ?=AOdodov=(-v’ r>v;>v:;> -vi), the Hadamard product of the 
vectors defined in steps (l)-(4). 
Finally, let 
s(R,n)=[A d d v ~1. (4.1) 
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Since the first four columns of S(R, )I) have been constructed to meet the 
requirements of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1, we conclude the following: 
TIWOHEM 4.1. For ecery R 5 0 (mod 4) and ecery n = 0 (mod 4) such 
that 4 < n < R /2, the matrix S( R, n> defined in (4.1) is a closed ST0 m&-ix 
of order R X 5 and index II. 
TIIEOHEM 4.2. lf R - n is not equul to u multiple of 8, then the mutrir 
S(R, n> defined in (4.1) is a maximal ST0 mutrix. 
Proof. Assunle that S( R, a) is not maximal. Then there exists a (- 1,l) 
vector h’= (h\,h’,,h>,h;) such that [S(R, n)\h] is a ST0 matrix. Using the 
equations Idovohl = jdo?ohl = ldovohl = (d oGoh[ = 0 and Ivoh( = (h OvOh( 
= I”ohl = IA o+ohl = 0, we conclude that Id, ov, oh,] = 0 and Iv1 oh,1 = 0. 
Thus, due to Lemma 3.2, [d, v, h,] is a ST0 matrix with (R - n)/2 rows. 
Hence (R - n)/2 = 0 (mod 4), that is, R - n = 0 (mod 8), and the theorem 
is estal~lished. W 
5. CLASSES OF NONDEGENERATE ST0 MATRICES 
Let R = 0 (mod 4) and n = 0 (mod 4) I ,e integers such that 4 < n < R /2. 
Let C(R) be the class of all nondegenerate ST0 matrices with R rows, and 
let C( R, n) denote the class of all nondegenerate ST0 matrices with R rows 
and index n. Due to Corollary 3.3, 
C(R) = ; C(R,4t), 
I=1 
where k = R /8 or (R -4)/H according as R E 0 (mod 8) or R s 4 (mod 8). 
By Corollary 3.6 there is precisely one class which includes the class of 
ETB matrices with R rows, namely C( R, R /2), and then necessarily R = 0 
(mod 8). 
An R X L ST0 matrix A in C( R, n) will be called column optimul in 
C( R, n) if for any matrix M in C( R, n), the number of columns of hl is less 
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than or equal to L. For the class C( R, n> we define 
where L is the number of columns of a column optimal matrix in C(R, n). 
From Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3.4 we conclude 
TIIEOKEM 5.1. For each R = 0 (mod 4) uncl n = 0 (mod 4) with 4 < n =g 
R/2, the matrix S(R, n> defined in (4.1) l~elongs to C(R, n>. Moreocer, 
5 < L,,,:,,(C(R, n>> < n + 1. 
The following notation will be helpful in this section: 
(1) A(R, n) will denote a ST0 matrix A with R rows and index n. 
(2) If A and B are matrices both with L columns, we define (A: B) to 
he the matrix 
We extend this definition in the obvious way: if C is also a matrix with L 
columns, then (A;B;C) = ((A;B);C). 
(3) If A is a matrix with I, columns and q is an integer such that 
1 < q < L, then A,, will mean the submatrix of A consisting of its first y 
columns. 
We call a natural number m a Hudumurd nunzl~er in case a Hadamard 
matrix of order 4nz. exists. Let N,,,, be a Hadamard matrix of order 4 m. 
Define 
For t > 1, and all Hadamard numbers m, let 
B(8mt,4mt) = l,@A(8m,4m), (5.2) 
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where @ denotes the usual Kronecker product. For t > 1, let 
K(8m(t + 1),4m) = (A*(8~~,4m); B(8rrzt,4mt)). (5.3) 
TIIEOKELI 5.2. For all Hadamard numbers m: 
6) L,,,<,,(C(8mt, 4 m)) = 4 m + 1 for t > 1; 
(ii) A(Xm,4m) is a column optimal ST0 matrix in C(8m,4m); 
(iii) K(t(m(t + 1>,4m) is a coh~m optimal matrix in C(&m(t + 1>,4m) for 
t > 1. 
We introduce the following vectors, which we shall use to develop 
examples of ST0 matrices: 
x’=(+,+,-,-), Y'=(+,-,+,->, z’=(+,-,-,+), 
a’=(--,+,+,+), V=(+,-,+,+), y’=(+,+,-,+), 
S’=(+,+,+,-). (5.4) 
The following is an example of a 12 X 5 ST0 matrix of index 4: 
1 x -x y -y 
E=E(12,4)= 1 OL a f3 p 
-la py s 1 (5.5) 
Concerning nondegenerate ST0 matrices of index 4 we have: 
TIIICOKEM 5.3. For all positice R 3 0 (mod 4), one has L,,,;,,(C(R,4)) = 5, 
und 
(i) A(8,4) and E are column optimal ST0 matrices in C(8,4) and 
C( 12,4) respectively ;
(ii) K(8(t + 1),4) is u column optimal ST0 matrix in C(8(t + 1>,4) for 
t > 1; 
(iii) E*(8t + 12,4) = (E; B(8t,4t)) is a column optimal ST0 matrix for 
t > 1 in C(8t + 12,4). 
&low we present some examples of ST0 matrices of index 8, when 
R = 4 (mod 8). The first of these will be shown to be column optimal in the 
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next section. All matrices below with the exception of the sZi are ST0 
matrice of index 8: 
! 
-1 x -x y 
-la (Y p 
F(20,8)= 1 a p Y 
1 cx s Y 
1 -a -$ -Y 
-1 -x x -y 
-la a p 
1 cu B Y 
G(28,8) = 1 a p y 
1 -a -f3 -y 
1 a B Y 
1 -a -p -Y 
1 x y z-a 
lx y z a 
lx y z CY 
a,= : x y z -7 
Z X -Y 
1 -Z y x -1 
1 z-x y 1 
1 -z -y -x -1 
1 a p -y -6 
1 
iI,= 1 
I 
QL f3 -y -6 
-a -p Y 6 
1 -a -p Y 6 
-Y 
P 
s 
-6 
S 
; 
s 
s 
-6 
-6 
s 
B 
-P 
8 
-B 
X 
--x 
X 
-X 
Y 
-Y 
Y 
-Y 
Z 
Y 
1 , 
-a 
Z I 
s 
-s 
-P ’ 
P I 
u'=(-z',y',lb, -1;>1;, -y’, -B’), v'=(-z',y',l>, - fs', -y'). 
(5.8) 
We use (5.6)-(5.8) and the matrix B defined in (5.2) to list additional 
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examples of ST0 matrices of in&x 8 (recall the notation explained earlier): 
(1) F*(16t +20,8)= (F(20,8);B,(16t,Yt)) for t 2 1, 
(2) G*(16t+28,8)=(G(28,8);B,(l6t,8t)) for tal, 
(3) M=M(60,8)=([G(28,8)(u];R,), 
(4) N=N(68,8)=([F(20,8)(v];R,;R,), 
(5) M*(60+16t,S)=(M;B?(16t,St)), 
N*(16t+68,8)=(N;B7(16t,8t)) for t>l. 
Since each of F, F”, G, and G” is a six column ST0 matrix of index 8 
and ed~ of M, M*, h’, and N’” is a seven column ST0 matrix of index 8, and 
since in every case R = 4 (~nod 8), we have 
TII~OIW\I 5.4. 
(i) Wb R = 4 (nd 8), 6 < L,,,z,,(C(R,8)) < 9. 
(ii) For t > 7, 7 < L,,,,,,(C(St +4,8)) < 9. 
We now turn our attention to ST0 matrices of index 8 where the number 
of rows is a multiple of 8. Define 
1 -1 1 x y x y z 
1 1 -1 -x -y y x -z 
P=P(24,8)= -; -; ; y ; -z 1; ; , 
X --x 
(5.9) 
1 x x y z z y -x 
-1 1 1 x -x y -y z 
%= ! 
1 1 1 xx yy zz 
1 1 -1 -x x -y y -z z 
1 -1 -1 x x yy zz’ 
(5.10) 
1 -1 l-xx -y y -z z i 
w’=(-z’,z’,l;,l;, -x’, -z’). (5.11) 
TIII<OKE\I 5.5. 
(i) 8 < L,,,.,,(C(24,8)) < 9. 
(ii> W/~en R = 0 (mod 81, L,,,;,,(C(R,8)) = 9, if R # 24. 
(iii) TIx matrix Q = Q(40,8) = ([ PJW] ; n,,) is rol2~1nn optid in C(dO,X>. 
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(iv) For t > 1, the matrices K(16(t + 1),8) defined in (5.3) and Q*(16t + 
40,8)= (Q;B(16t,Bt)), h u ere B is defined in (5.21, are column optimul in 
the classes of index 8 to tvhich they belong. 
6. COLUMN OPTIMAL ST0 MATRICES IN C(20,8) 
In this section it is shown that the 20 X 6 ST0 matrix F(20,8) defined in 
(5.6) is column optimal in C(20,8). 
Let S = [u v w] be a 12 X 3 columnwise orthogonal (- 1, 1) matrix such 
that each column of S has weight 2 and lu 0 v 0 w I= - 2. Then the frequency 
f(i, j, k) of the eight possible + / -triples (i, j, k) in the rows of S is as 
follows: 
f(+,+,+)=f(+,+,-)=f(+,-,+)=f(-,+,+)=2 
and 
f(+,->-)=f(-,+>-)=f(->->+)=f(->->-)=l 
It follows that, up to a rearrangement of the rows of S, we may take 
u=c~cu,v=c~,B,andw=cOy,wherec’=(l,l,-l),cr,p,raredefined 
in (5.4, and 8 is the Kronecker product. From this one may verify the 
following 
LE~I~I,~ 6.1. Let A lx u 12 X 4 columrdse orthogonal (-- 1,l) mutris 
such thut (a) the weight of each column of A is 2 und (b) the threefold inner 
product of umy three distinct columns in A is -2. Then, up to u reurrunge- 
ment of roows, A is equal to one of the matrices 
Further, there does not exist a (- l,l> vector of weight 2 und order 12 
which is orthogonal to euch of the columns of A,. 
Let A be a ST0 matrix of index 8 in C(ZO,S), and assume that A has 
seven columns. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is in a 
normal form as described in (2.2) and that the lead column has index 8. By 
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Theorem 3.1 and equivalence, the weight vector of any column in A besides 
the lead column must be one of (0,2,0,2>, (2,0,0,2), (- 4,2, - 4,2), (2, 
- 4, - 4,2), (2,0,2,0), (0,2,2, O), (4,2,4,2), or (2,4,4,2). The last two of these 
possibilities cannot occur, for if they did the corresponding column would 
have index 4. Hence by equivalence, we may assume without loss of 
generality that the primary column of A has the weight vector (0,2,0,2). 
Then the weight vector of each auxiliary column must, by Lemma 3.2 and 
Theorem 3.1, necessarily be (2,0,0,2) or (2, - 4, - 4,2). Hence up to equiva- 
lence, by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.2, A must be equal to one of the 
matrices [Djf, f2], [Djf, f,3], or [Djf, f,& Here, 
and 
f[ = (a’,z’,y’), f; = (b’, -z’, y’), f; = (c’, - li>S’), 
where 
(I) 01, p, y, 6, x, y, z are defined in (5.4); 
(2) a, b, c are (- I, I) vectors of order 12; each of a, b has weight 2, and c 
has weight -2; and each of them is orthogonal to each column of A; 
(3) A is a 12 X 4 columnwise orthogonal ( - 1,l) matrix satisfying condi- 
tions (a), (b) of Lemma 6.1. 
By Lemma 6.1, after a rearrangement of rows if necessary, we may 
assume that A = A,, the matrix given in that lemma. From this and the 
requirement that [D ( f,] b e a ST0 matrix for each i = 1,2,3, one gets that 
the only solutions for a, b, c are a’ = Cl\, - a’,~‘), b’ = cl’,, - p’, - y’>, c’= 
(- l;, y’,x’). Note that no two of the vectors a, b, c are orthogonal. Hence A 
cannot have seven columns. Hence we have 
TIIEC)REM 6.1. L”,;,,(C(20,8)) = 6, and F(20,8) defined in (5.6) is a 
20 X 6 column optimal ST0 mutrir of index 8 in C(20,8). 
Finally, one should notice that a maximal ST0 matrix need not be column 
optimal. For instance, by Theorem 4.2, the matrix S(20,8) defined in (4.1) is 
a maximal ST0 matrix, but it is not column optimal in C(20,8), since it has 
only five columns. 
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7. A STATISTICAL APPLICATION FOR CONTROLLING 
THE PAlTERN OF CONFOUNDING 
Let Bi be the vector of main effects and Bz the vector of two factor 
interactions associated with the 2L factorial experiment. We consider two 
possible models for relating the observations Y,, based on the fraction p, to 
fii and Bz. These are: 
(1) Main effects model: 
y, = x,&J, + E, 
(2) Main eflects model with two factor interactions: 
Y, = XlpS, + &,P* + E, 
where X,, and X,, are design matrices constructed under the orthogonal 
polynomial model [see for example Chapter 4 of Raktoe et al. (1981)]. The 
components of the error vector E are assumed to be homoscedastic. The 
entries of p, and Ba, following the common notation are, 
However, for simplicity of presentation we denote the components of Bi by 
A, B,. . . , L and those of Bz by AB, AC,. . , BC, BD,. . . . Thus F refers to the 
main effect of factor F, and FG refers to the interaction between factors F 
and G. At the end of this section we discuss the case where the grand mean 
is also included in B,. 
We recall that a fraction p is said to be a main effects plan if under the 
main effects model B, can be estimated unbiasedly, or equivalently X{,X,, 
is a full rank matrix. A main effects plan is called an orthogonal main effects 
plan if X&X,, is a diagonal matrix. While the main effects model is a 
popular model for data analysis, we have to be concerned about the presence 
of interaction effects in our data. Usually two factor interactions are the ones 
we have to deal with. If our main concern is the estimation of Bi only, and 
pa is to be considered as a vector of no concern or secondary concern, then it 
is a good idea to search for a main effects plan such that F^, the BLUE of F, 
is free from components of Bz; or if this cannot be done, then 6 is 
confounded with only those components of B2 which involve F. Thus we 
define a two factor interaction to be related to a given factor if this factor is 
present in this interaction. We note that for an arbitrary fraction, 6 is 
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confounded with almost all the components of pz in a haphazard way. With 
such fractions we shall not be able to measure the full effect of a factor or 
make a meaningful comparison among various factors. Thus it is desirable to 
have a fraction such that the BLUE of F under the main effects model 
satisfies, with respect to the main effects model with two factor interactions, 
the following: 
E(F”)=F+ c AFeFG, 
CL 
(7.1) 
where hFo = hcGI; and FG = GF. Ideally, we would want the coefficients 
A,..,; in (7.1) to be independent of F. This leads to the following definition: A 
main effects factorial plan is said to be confounded with related two factor 
interactions if for each factor F the equation (7.1) holds. Moreover, a main 
effects factorial plan is said to be uniformly confounded with related two 
factor interactions if (7.1) h o s Id f or each factor F, with the requirement that 
the coefficients A pc be independent of F. The practical merit of this A 
requirement is this. The estimator Br either is free from any contamination 
from the components of Bn or shows its full strength in conjunction with the 
other factors. The following example helps in understanding the concepts 
introduced above. 
EXAMPLE. Let L = 5. Consider the following 12 treatment combinations 
from a 25 factorial (the levels are coded by + and -): 
+ + + + - - + + + + - - 
+ + - - + - + + + - + + 
p: - - + + - + + + + - + + 
+ - + - + + + + - + + - 
_ + - + + + + + - + - + 
The design matrices X,, and X,, for this fraction are as follows: 
Xl, I &,I= 
-+ + - + - 
+ + - - + 
+ - + + - 
+ - + - + 
- + - + + 
- - + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + - - 
+ - - + + 
- + + + - 
+ + - + 
+_+_- +_-+_ 
+ --+ - - + +__ 
- + +_- - + +_- 
+ - + - + - - + - 
- +_--+ +-- + 
+ ---- --+ + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 
+ + --+ _ ---+ 
As can be easily checked, this fraction is an orthogonal main effects plan 
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which is uniformly confounded with related two factor interactions, and 
A,(; = 4 for all F and G. 
We shall now prove the following result. 
TIIEOHEM 7.1. Any ST0 matrix p is an orthogonal muin effects plan 
which is confounded with related two fuctor interactions. If euch column in p 
bus the same column sum, then p is uniformly confounded with related two 
fuctor interactions. 
Proof. Defining condition (ii) of a ST0 matrix ensures that as a frac- 
tional factorial a ST0 matrix is an orthogonal main effects plan. To prove that 
it is confounded with related two factor interactions, we observe that the 
BLUE of B, under the main effects model has the following expectation 
under the main effects model with two factor interactions: 
E(&) =P, +(x;,x~,,)-‘x;,&,&~ (7.2) 
where p is the fraction associated with a ST0 matrix. Since X;,,X,, is a 
diagonal matrix, it suffices to check the entries of X,‘PXpp. Consider the first 
row of this latter matrix. The product of this row with B, gives the pattern of 
confounding for A, the BLUE of the main effect of A. Symbolically, these 
entries are the threefold inner product IA 0 F 0 G(, where A is also used to 
indicate the column in p labeled as factor A. Here F # G are columns in p 
representing factors F and G. Now by defining condition (iii) of a ST0 
matrix, IA 0 F 0 GI = 0 if A # F # G, and equals (10 GI = (the weight of G) if 
A = F. Therefore, A^ is confounded with related two factor interactions. A 
parallel argument with a similar conclusion can be provided for B^, c^, . . by 
inspecting successive rows of X;,X,,. This proves the first part of the 
theorem. If p has the same column sum for each column, then h,4, = 1’F for 
any F # A. This establishes the second part of the theorem. n 
If the objective of the experimenter is not simply to estimate the main 
effects parameters but rather to fit a model consisting of the grand mean and 
the main effects (under the assumption that all higher order interactions 
equal zero), then one needs a resolution III plan. We show that ST0 
matrices may be converted to serve as resolution III plans. To this end we 
call a ST0 matrix strict if neither + 1 nor - 1 occurs in it as a column. Thus 
the only nonstrict ST0 matrices are of the form [l 1 A] or [ - 11 A], where A is 
an ETB matrix. 
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TIIEOREM 7.2. A strict ST0 matrix p of order R X L is a resolution III 
plan of the ZL factorial where the levels are coded by + and - . 
Proof. Identify the L columns of p x the factors and its rows as 
treatment combinations. The corresponding design matrix is XI, = [l ) p]. 
Write p in the normal form, 
where M and N are the columnwise orthogonal matrices defined in Theorem 
3.2. Then 1’M = 1’N = (a,, a2,. . ., aL_ 1) say. If the index i(p) = R /2, then 1 
is orthogonal to each column of p. If i(p) < R /2 - 2, then suppose that 1 is 
in the column space of p. The columnwise orthogonality of M and N then 
implies that la,, l,, are respectively in the column spaces of M and N. 
Hence det(M;M,) = (2r)L-“(4r’ -caf> = 0, det(N,‘N,) = (2~)~-“(4s” - 
Caf) = 0. Thus r = s, and the index of the lead column of p is R /2. Since p 
is strict, any column of p may serve as the lead column in obtaining the 
normal form, and thus i(p) = R /2, contradicting the assumption that i(p) < 
R /2-2. Hence 1 is not in the column space of p, that is, X;,X,, is 
invertible, establishing the theorem. W 
8. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we have studied the mathematical aspects of (- 1,1) 
matrices A of order R X L satisfying the conditions L > 3, C ui 1;, = 0, and 
C(U,O,W~) = 0 for all choices of distinct columns u’= (u,, 1~~‘. . , u,), v’= 
(z;,,l;, ,..., u,), and w’=(u;,,w, ,..., u;,) of A, and we have given a statisti- 
cal application of these arrays. For such arrays A we have shown the 
following: 
(i) R = 0 (mod 4); 
(ii) L =G R/2+ 1; 
(iii) the index i(A) of A is such that i(A) = 0 (mod 2) and i(A) < R /2. 
The inequality in (ii) can be refined if we have information on the index 
of A, for then 
(iv) L < i(A)+ 1; 
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(v) if L > 4, then 4 < i(A) Q R/2, i(A) = 0 (mod 41, and the upper 
bound given in (iv) can be achieved when (a) i(A) = 4 and R = O(mod 4); (b) 
i(A) = 8, R = 0 (mod 8) and R # 24; (c) i(A) = R/2 and R E 
O(mod 8); 
(vi) if R = 4(mod B), the upper bound given in (iv) need not be 
achieved. For example, it is shown that when R = 20 the maximum number 
of columns which a 20 row ST0 matrix of index 8 can have is 6. 
The (-I, I) arrays discussed here have applications in survey sampling 
and in experimental design. The sampling applications have been discussed 
in Rao and Wu (1985) and Hedayat and Pesotan (1986). Treating the rows of 
A as R treatment combinations of a 2L factorial experiment, one may use the 
orthogonality condition on the columns of A to manipulate the ontries of the 
covariance matrix associated with the fractional factorial design. In Section 7 
it is shown that the condition Cuiuiwi = 0 can be used to control the pattern 
of confounding. 
We thank the referee. whose comments and questions resulted in an 
improvement in the presentation, particularly in Section 7. 
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